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The One-stop-shop In Auto Repair In Phoenix, AZ
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The last thing anyone wants to do when it comes to auto repair in Phoenix is drive
the car in question around all over town to find a mechanic that is able to tackle all
the various repairs it may need.

(Newswire.net -- March 20, 2013) PHOENIX, AZ -- Fayad Auto Tech in Phoenix, Arizona
where they pride themselves on being ready and able to fix all the problems that other
mechanics either fail to do right or worse yet, shy away from.  “No job is too
complicated.”  said owner, Nedal Fayad.  “And we guarantee our work with an excellent
extended warranty on all the repairs we provide.”  To say the least auto repair in Phoenix,
AZ just got simpler.

Services for all makes and models of cars both foreign and domestic include the following:  complete engine
performance check, tune-ups and oil changes, engine repair & replacement, computer diagnostics, air conditioning
service and repair, electrical system diagnosis and repair, brake system repair, tires - mounting, balancing and flat
repair, suspension and steering repair, shock service and repair, wheel alignments, cooling system service and repair,
factory recommended maintenance at 30k, 60k and 90k miles, transmission service and repair, both new and rebuilt
transmissions, pre-purchase inspections and maintenance inspections, brake and lamp inspections, muffler service
and repair, full service RV repair, utility trailers and diesel service and repair.

“We’re quite literally the “one-stop-shop for car repair in Phoenix .” added Fayad.  “All of our mechanics are ASE
certified technicians with a combined twenty years worth of experience.”  The mechanics offer the most
comprehensive advice, auto services, and customer service available. 

Offering the hospitable touch, the shop offers free quotes for repair services and a guarantee that they can beat the
price quote of any other vendor.  “We want to build a network of clients that are more than clients, they’re extended
family.”  said Fayad.  The shop is proud to offer discounts to students and seniors.  Additionally the waiting area is a
veritable home away from home with Netflix and free WiFi services.  Refreshments are available for clients as well as
a bevy of luminous cars on display.  What better place to get a transmission repair in Phoenix?

Nedal Fayad
Fayad Auto Tech
4319 E. University Dr
Phoenix, Arizona
480-646-4616
www.automotiverepairphoenix.net/

http://www.youtube.com/embed/M6gQ8-TSWmE
http://www.youtube.com/embed/cLQorqYveEk
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